As a health hazard inspector, Carl had encountered some strange and challenging issues. Yesterday, for example, he’d had a phone call from a woman who had been near a mercury spill in a medical building, and who was concerned about the implications of that. As she described the situation, Carl’s internal alarm bells started ringing, so he dropped what he was doing and headed straight over.

When Carl arrived, the cleaners from the building were there with an industrial vacuum, trying to suck the mercury up. Carl immediately donned his mask, had the machine turned off, and assessed the situation. There was no question in his mind that the cleaners had unwittingly introduced mercury to the air in the office with their machine. Worse than that, though, they had been operating near the cold air return in the office, so the mercury was now being spread through every room in the building by the ventilation system. Weighing safety concerns against inconvenience, Carl consulted with the medical officer of health and issued an order to have the building evacuated until it could be assessed as safe.

That was yesterday, and this was today. Carl was sorting through emails when a call came through from a woman concerned about a soccer field. Her son played in a soccer league, and when they had arrived at it last night, it was clear that it had been home to Canada geese during the day. Goose excrement was everywhere. Was the field safe to play on?

Carl assured the woman that he would look into it and get back to her. As he sat and thought about it, he appreciated the mother’s
neighbour); some calls might have nothing to do with public safety (a private home owner complaining about ants); and some calls might have hidden agendas.

Whatever the call, Carl’s job was to assess the empirical evidence, determine if there was a health risk and, if so, find the resources to intervene and create a change for the better. Such an intervention might go well beyond the strict issue of safety – it might draw on the skills of an engineer, educator, lawyer, nurse, social worker or psychologist. All in a day’s work.

After his pool inspections, Carl inspected a mold complaint from a tenant, most likely caused by a leaky pipe, and then on his way back to the office went to pay a visit to a family he had come to know while inspecting a landlord’s complaint. When he had first visited the family it was clear that the landlord was looking for an excuse to evict them, and it was also clear why. They were a family under duress, from within and without. The apartment was filthy and it was also overcrowded – not just with the parents and kids, but with two cats and two dogs as well. There was evidence of alcoholism, poverty and an inability to care for the kids. But as Carl talked to them, he could also tell that the family was isolated, and unaware that support was available. Carl had linked the family to services that offered assistance and counsel. Before long they had surrendered the animals, got help from Children’s Aid, and just last week had moved into a larger apartment. Carl had promised to visit them this afternoon. When they welcomed him in, it was clear that they had made themselves a new home. Things were still going to be a bit of a struggle – but the family was no longer struggling alone, and Carl could tell from their faces that they were all moving towards a brighter future.

There was no question in his mind that the cleaners had unwittingly introduced mercury to the air in the office ...